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in the brief and full display pages, you can display information contained in data fields (such as
the title, author, and creation date) from the source record. this information helps users to
differentiate records quickly. the brief record display tab enables you to configure the display
lines and the actions users can apply to each record. for details on how information is mapped
from the source records to the display fields in primo ve, see the display sections in mapping to
the display, facets, and search sections in the primo ve record. the xml_file.xml template file
(which contains templates for primo ve) enables you to define and configure the layout and
format oftheemails (per supported ui languages) that are sent when users perform the send to
email action in primo ve. for more details and examples of how to customize the email
templates, see the following page ongithub: new! igo gps navigation and voice tipswhat does
igo navigation do- more than 100 countries including the us, canada, mexico, brazil, argentina,
germany, italy, france, australia, russia, turkey and others- half the storage space than many
other navigation applications, saving space for more important needs like photos, videos and
travel music- quick options and different calculation to find the best way- poi to help you find
restaurants, bars, monuments, shopping, shopping and more- 3d landmarks and city maps in 3d
for clarity and easy viewing to show- reliability off-line to maintain the course, and in a crowded
city on a far side street- point finding difficult positions try to detect and navigate in places that
are not sequentialimportant:> this new! guide igo gps navigation and voice application tips>
this application is not official igo navigation application.try it!!
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Igo Primo Voice Pack

a primo ve voice pack contains the search filters, the map data, and the complete search results
for an entire set of topics. to create a voice pack, select add voice pack from the primo voice
packs list and follow the instructions. theview voice pack link in the primo voice pack library

ribbon displays the complete set of topics that are available in your primo ve library. to create a
new voice pack, select add new voice pack from the primo voice packs list and follow the

instructions. in the primo ve library, the add voice pack link can be used to add a voice pack that
contains all of the search filters and map data for a specific topic. for more details, see the steps

in the primo voice packs in the primo voice pack reference guide. the current digicert saml
certificate will expire in january 2021. if your institution uses this certificate,

exlibrisrecommends that you consultwith the it department atyour institution, andif
required,replace the certificate for primo. if replacing the certificate, this must be done in

coordination with youridp. for more information, see managing certificates and metadata for
saml authentication. in addition to defining and activating the browse search link in the links

menu, you can also configure the browse search types and the order in which they appear in the
browse by drop-down list in primo ve. currently, the following types of browse searches are

supported: author, title, series, subject, and call numbers of the following types: generic, library
of congress (0), dewey (1), and sudoc (3). for more details, see configuring browse search for

primo ve. 5ec8ef588b
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